
The subject this year is “Reflections!”

As this is a creative competition, Paul and Hudson will be looking for images that clearly demonstrate that
the photographer has been thinking “outside the box” when composing, taking and processing the image.

CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY… What is it?

When you talk about creative photography, the field is wide open. Some may consider an
abstract out-of-focus photo as being creative, while others may consider it to just another
excuse to call a bad photo “creative”. So, before we begin, we should take some time to
talk about – What is creative photography?

The following is my definition of creative photography:

Creative photography contains an extra element (or elements) that are
intentionally used to improve the photo from its original state.

This definition contains two important aspects that differentiates creative photography
from everyday photography.

Extra Elements – Extra Element(s) lie outside the normal photographic process and are
open to interpretation. They can involve a simple workflow that a photographer used to
capture that unique look of a photo. Or they can be a complex post-processing technique
that was used to bring out the mood and textures in an image. The key here is that the
extra element has to be outside of the normal photography workflow.

Intent – The use of these extra elements should be intentional. The lack of photography
skills does not automatically give a photographer a creative eye… it only makes the
photographer inexperienced or ineffective. Similarly, just getting the exposure perfect in
the camera does not make a creative photo; however, intentionally underexposing for
purposing of creating a dark, moody image does make it creative.

FALMOUTH CAMERA CLUB
The TED PIMLOTT Creative Competition

How to Enter…

Each member should submit four digital images all of which are expected to be creative!
Two on the set subject and two general images.
The images will be judged by last year’s joint winners (Paul & Hudson) and a score out of 20 given for each
image in each of the sections.
The overall winner of the competition is the member scoring the greatest total number
of marks for all four images.

BRING YOUR ENTRIES TO THE CLUB ON A MEMORY STICK
ON THURSDAY 18th OCTOBER

NO ENTRIES PERMITTED AFTER THIS DATE!


